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“The #1 Shocking Lie Responsible for Financial
Ruin & what YOU can do about it so
you too can live a Wealthy Life!”
With Tax Season FINALLY in the rear view mirror, I’m now ready to share with you the MOST liberating
experience I’ve had in 7 years.
But before I get into the experience itself, I want you to mentally travel back to July 2010:
■ Its the weekend
■ Its hot
■ You’re at the movies seeing Inception, for the 1st time
Do you remember the moment when Dom Cobbs (played amazingly by Leonardo DiCaprio) says:
“You...you asked me for inception, I do
hope you understand the gravity of that
request. The seed that we plant in this
man's mind will grow into an idea. This
idea will define him. It may come to
change...well, it may come to change
everything about him.”
I want you to replay this line this line in your head: “The seed
that we plant in this man's mind will grow into an idea. This
idea will define him.”
So, here is the million dollar question: What if our ideas about money, assets,... wealth grew from defective
seeds? What if those defective seeds grew into ugly weeds you’d recognize as “impulsive”, “selfsabotaging”, “addictive” behavior?
Think those “weeds” would limit your ability to accumulate wealth?
And what if I told you the person sold you those defective seeds was...
… YOU?

The lies we accept as Truth
Lead To Financial Ruin
As a tax accountant with over 12 years of experience assisting over 7,000 clients, I’ve come to understand the
#1 cause of our inability to accumulate wealth is rooted in shame-based behavior. And its not "shame"
that's responsible for our undoing, but rather the actions we take because of our shame-based lies we accept as
truth.
I see this pattern over and over again with clients. I’ve see this pattern with friends & family. And of course, I
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see this pattern in myself. This is the human condition.
Which is why Maria, Evan, & myself traveled to Chicago to attend a seminar dedicated to liberating us from
the financial lies we believe as truths. And more importantly, implanting prosperous seeds for a life of health,
wealth, and joy.
And this is the experience I will share with you.
Here’s my promise to you: If you read this newsletter word-for-word12, if journey into yourself to uncover
your own lies, if you implement SOME of the suggestions in this newsletter, YOU WILL INCREASE YOUR
WEALTH CAPABILITIES 10X, PLUS, FEEL LIBERATED FROM THE CONSEQUENCES OF THE LIES
YOU’VE BELIEVED!

What if the ideas that
define YOU are lies?
This was the question posed at a Conference Maria & I attended in Chicago. And this is the question I pose to
you: What if the ideas that define YOU are lies?
This seminar was produced by Perry Marshall, in conjunction with Stephen & Dawna DeSilva from Sozo
Healing Ministry, that dealt specially with our belief system in relationship to money. We covered:
●
●
●
●
●
●

How do our beliefs effect our purchase behavior
What money beliefs are TRUTHS?
What money beliefs are lies?
How to tell the difference between a real TRUTH and a lie
How to heal the effects of the lies we believed for so long.
How to forgive yourself, really “let go” of the emotional damage we’ve done to ourself.

But first, you may be asking why I’d even be interested in a seminar like this? And more importantly to
yourself, what relevance does this have for you?

Why A Bean-Counter Cares
About Your $$$ Beliefs
Pick the #1 constraint against accumulating wealth (mentally circle one):
1. Government Taxes
2. The Economy
3. Greedy Corporations
How about the invisible #4, “None of the above”.
I’m going to share with you a personal truth which you are free to disagree with:

You are in control
1

You may notice some typos here and there.

I’m sorry. Please forgive me. Starting in July I’ll have professional editing assistance.

2 You may have also noticed March, April, & May newsletter didn’t come in the mail. I never wrote them. I got overwhelmed with work. The lesson

here: I’ll write those months issues in December to avoid this issue next year.
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Not the government. Not the economy. Not greedy corporations.
You control your ability to acquire assets and generate revenue greater than your liabilities and expenses.
Yet...
… as a tax accountant with over 12
years assisting over 7,000 clients, I
can’t tell you how many clients who
make over $200,000.00 barely make
ends meet; clients who invest all
their money into a business that
never sees the light of day; clients
who go BK only to realize they were
spending money that yielded no true
benefit.
In each case, I ask myself, “What
were they thinking?”
And the answer is usually rooted in
action based on a false belief. This
is NOT “Bad thinking”, but
rather “Bad BELIEFING”. It’s
these internal assumptions we base
our actions on that can cause either
wealth or poverty.
And I know this to be true 95% of
the time because I’m just has guilty.
I’ve lost all my money. Not once. Not twice. But 3 times3. And each time, when I’m licking my wounds, I
can see how false assumptions ruined me.4 5
I got to the point where I said, “Adam, what the ^%@# are you doing? Why are you doing this to yourself?”
I eventually figured it out “the why”.
But the problem is much more than WHY we screw up all the time. The real question is HOW do we fix it?
How do we let go of the self anger? The regrets? The sorrow?
This seminar provided the answer.

3

1st time was a concert production company, 2nd time a natural medicine business, 3 VIP Concerige Service. In a future
newsletter I’ll give you a ringside seats to all the body blows I took, including losing my most cherished friendship.
4 We’ll cover in a moment why we don’t fully test our assumptions. Here’s a hint: we don’t want to be wrong.
5 This also means I rebuilt myself 3 times. There is a certain inner strength about getting knocked down and getting back
up each time. Failure is failure if you stop. If you continue, it was just a necessary experience to achieve a greater good.
You choose.
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And this is my bottom line: I care about you. I desire your success. And I’m willing to put myself out there to
help you achieve wealth, whether its through tax strategy or this newsletter....
… because as a person who genuinely cares about you, as an accountant who cares about your financial health,
I want you to be blessed with financial liberty6. I want you to peel away the layers of BS, see for yourself the
lies you believe about yourself, remove those lies, and implant prosperous beliefs. I desire for you a life worth
living for.

Defective Seeds Ideate From
Self-Taught Lies
So guess who tells us these lies?
The Devil? Nope. Pop culture? Not even close. Your
evil relative who puts you down, constantly? No cigar.
How about ...YOU!
Look, life is challenging. You already know that. What
you may not know is that our subconscious mind is
ALWAYS seeking to under the “WHY”. As in, “Why
do bad things happen to good people”? “Why did my
Mom get cancer?” “Why did I get abused?”
These questions rumble in our subconscious mind. Over.
And over. And over. Again. And again. And again.
Till we’re completely unaware we’re even asking the
question.
So here’s the problem:
In a world in which we feel powerless by outside forces, the subconsciousness “takes

back” power by assigning an event as self-inflicted. As in, “This bad
event happened because of me”. As in, “Mom got cancer because of me”. As in, “I got abused because
of me.
It’s a false sense of power.
And here’s the REAL problem:
What lie do we come to believe
from the trauma in order for
the world to make sense?
In the case of abuse, the lies go like this:
6

I used to believe in “Financial Freedom”, “Free of Debt”, “Free of obligation”. This seminar reveals that freedom is
dependant of escaping or leaving from something not good. Liberty however, is about the ability to exercise free will
through choice.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

“I got abused because I asked for it”
“I got abused because I needed to be punished”
“I got abused because I deserved it.”
“I got abused because I’m worthless”

Each lie builds onto the next. And from a tiny little seed, you now have an entire forest.
And this forest is fueled by our need “to be right”. Because as long as “we’re right”, the world makes sense.
We feel “safe”. We feel in control. I can NOT emphasize this point enough: Our need “to be right” traps
us into NEVER wanting to challenge our beliefs. The reason why is simply the fear if we invalid one truth,
perhaps more personal truths would become invalid, and our entire understanding of the world would
crumble.
How To Discern the Difference
Between a Lie & A TRUTH
Now, some beliefs are good. And they do make us feel safe. In control. And you do want to keep them.
So how do you discern good beliefs from lies?
With lies, there’s always a tell:

A lie says you are
fundamentally &
eternally flawed, broken,
rotten
In other words, you can know a belief is a lie if
it makes you FEEL7 shame. As in, “You’re
worthless”.
I’m gonna go out on a limb and say the lie, “I
am worthless” is the #1 belief responsible for
financial ruin.
This bears repeating: The deep seated belief, “I
am worthless”, is fundamentally responsible
for ALL financial ruin.
Think about the statement, “I am worthless”.
As in, “I have no value”. As in, “I have nothing
to offer.”
Imagine how that belief will effect your ability to create, maintain, and grow wealth! Imagine how a belief that
7

If you’re at a point in your life where you NO longer “feel” ,this is highly suggestive of some major stuff going on that will
require professional help. You are worth getting help. You deserve help. And you have the ability to get the help you
need. I speak from a place of knowingness. After each tax season it takes about 2 months to “feel” again.
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you’re worthless would effect your purchase behavior. Imagine how this belief could shape who are you.
Now, you might be thinking, “Adam, I’ve got problems. But not THIS bad. I don’t think I’m worthless.”
Well, shame takes MANY forms. And it’s never obvious. Shame’s strength is in its ability to hide. Your
mission is to uncover it.
How To Uncover The Lies
You Believe As truths
So how can we find “shame” if it’s hidden from us?
Simple: examine behavior that causes you guilt.
Whereas shame is a “knowing” you are fundamentally worthless, guilt is a yucky “feeling” that follows a
dysfunctional behavior we self-recognise as “bad”. To our “bad BELIEFING” self, guilt producing behavior is
simply an outward manifestation AND affirmation that we are indeed fundamentally worthless.
Behavior producing guilt is the trail you need to follow to find the underlying lie you believe is a truth. Keep
on asking “Why did I do this” until you reach the statement “Because I am worthless”. Go to the statement
before saying, “because I am worthless”. That statement is the lie you believe.
If you replace the underlying lie with a prosperous truth, you can make a lasting, fundamental, and meaningful
change. You can free yourself. You can lead a life of liberty.
Where the Rubber Meets The
Road:
The “lies” My Clients Tell Me
So let’s take this theory, and put it into
practice. My practice.
Here’s what I’m currently seeing in my tax
practice (the presenting problem):
● Clients are losing their jobs
● Clients are losing their homes
● Clients businesses are failing
For the sake of space, I’m only going to cover
“clients are losing their jobs”.
Clients are losing their jobs
As a tax accountant, I see the unemployment
income clients have earned. But I see so much more than a simple piece of paper. I see somebody who feels
useless. I see a person who thinks they’re not wanted. They tell me so. They tell me how they’ve been
searching for somebody to hire them. About all the job interviews where they finish 2nd. They tell me they’re
too old.
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Here are possible lies they could be saying:
● Nobody wants to hire me because I’m useless
● Nobody wants to hire me because I’m old
● I got fired because my boss hated me
Let us examine the “becauses”.
The Lie of “Because I’m useless”
Feeling useless is the one of the crappiest feelings in the whole world. And especially in America were our
social worth is based on our ability to make money. Because if you aren’t a productive member of society you
are deemed worthless. You are a burden.
But here’s the question: Are you not getting hired because YOU are a useless human being, or are your skills no
longer in demand.
Because if you FEEL useless, you’ll probably do nothing. When you FEEL useless you sit at home eating poor
food, complaining about life, watching empty TV.
If you THINK your skills aren’t up to par, you can decide to take action to increase your skill level.
Now, you might say, “Well, I’m broke. How can I increase my skill level if I can’t afford school?”
Sounds like a reasonable
objection?
NO. NO. NO.
NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The question you should be
asking is “How do I get the
skills I need?”
Because I fundamentally
believe SOMEBODY will help
you. If there is a will, there is a
way. Would Tony Stark figure
something OUT? Would
Captain America figure out
something? Would Batman
figure out something?
Yes. Yes. YES!
Here’s the secret to a successful
career: SOLVE PROBLEMS
FEW CAN. Simple, huh?
In every job, profession, & industry there are problems very few can solve. Figure out what they are, learn how
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to solve them, and get paid really really really WELL.
For example, I prepare tax returns. When my Dad did tax returns BY HAND, he was solving a very hard
problem. Today, not so hard a problem: There is turbo tax. There is H&R Block. Heck, you probably have a
family member how does taxes on the side.
And I know this! Which is why I’m going to conferences every month figuring out what the problems only a
few can solve are. Because what feeds you today, feeds you today. What feeds you tomorrow, next year, next
decade PROBABLY will be different.
Embrace change or starve because of it.
The Lie of “Because I’m old”
I’m seeing a lot of folks 50+ who are getting laid off & replaced
by 20- somethings. And I what I’m hearing is, “I’m old”. “I’m
an insurance risk.” “The boss can’t mold me.” “I’m not longer
attractive.” “The industry I was in for many years completely
dried up”.
Again, another terms for useless, with a twist: “Not only am I
old, but time is running out. My mind isn’t as sharp as it used
to be. I can’t learn new stuff. My body can’t take the hours
anymore. I can’t make enough money to support my family”
So the lie becomes, “I’m unable now. I’m disabled.”
Now, this is bit harder a lie to repair because there is some truth
in there: time is running out. And you better act fast before its
too late!
But here’s the thing, you DO have something the 20 year old
doesn’t: wisdom. So the question becomes, “How do I use the
wisdom I’ve acquired to solve a problem FEW can solve.”
The Lie of “Because my boss hated me”
Oh boy oh boy! My eyes light when I get a client who says this
to me. I really enjoy solving this kinda problem. Because this
type of statement is a window into a big mess. The type of
mess your Mom would yell at you for.
So after I say, “Sorry to hear that”, I’ll follow up with,
● “So, do you ever text at work?
● Do you ever check personal email at work?
● Do you ever facebook at work?
● Do you take personal calls at work?
● Do you moonlight at work?
● Do you make a lot of mistakes at work?
● Do you make your boss look bad in front of clients?
● Do you ever miss an important deadlines?
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●
●
●
●
●

Does your boss ever tell you your work product is poor?
Do you ever complain about other co-workers?
Do you think your boss is an idiot?
Do you feel unappreciated at work?
Do you feel you aren’t being properly compensated?”

And what I listen for is, “Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes. Yes”
And if I get a string of “yes’”, depending on the client, I’ll say, “Of course she fired you. What’d you expect?
She had to fire you. You’d fire yourself”.
Now, there is bunch of questions I could follow-up with. But there one question that MUST be asked, “Why
did you stay in your job for so long before getting fired?”
Why people stay in situations where
they’re unfulfilled, miserable,
or/and underpaid
The answers I usually hear are:
● “I needed the money”
● “I had seniority”
● “I didn’t want the hassle of looking for new job”
They are valid objections, right? Because who doesn’t NEED money, right? Who wants to start over again
without seniority, right? How wants the hassle of interviewing, right?
All logical. All real. All, after careful examination, BULL*&$#!
Shame dresses itself as logic to lure you into making poor decisions. Remember when I wrote ALL the way
back in page 5, “you can know a belief is lie if is makes you feel shame”? Well, let's apply this here:
If a job makes you feel bad about yourself, you’re probably in the WRONG job. If a boss makes you feel bad
about yourself, GET out. If you’re not being paid what you think you’re worth, MOVE on!
The logic is this, “If you’re solving problems few can, you’re gonna be paid well, you’re going to be
appreciated, you’ll always be in demand. People will seek you out.”
And yet, many clients dismiss this idea. In fact, 5 years ago I’d dismiss it too.
Why?
Because at a deep, fundamental level we don’t FEEL worthy, deserving, & able.
As a personal story, about 5 years ago I made some really poor decisions based on lies. And the consequences
of those lies hurt me and those I loved. So in my head, I deserved to be punished. So I punished myself. I
inflicted a lot of pain and suffering onto myself because BELIEVED I deserved to be punished for what I did.
And I got really good at it too!
But when is enough, enough? When do you say, “Hey, I learned the lesson, I can stop punishing myself”.
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Well, I’ll remove the doubt and tell you, “Enough is enough when you say you’ve had enough”.
And this brings us to another layer of the problem: Saying Enough isn’t enough. You must recognize &
remove the lie you are believing. Then you must insert a healthy belief.
You Must Know, Feel, & Experience
TRUTHS to Permanently Remove Lies
Except it ain’t that easy, it is?
Having been in and out of therapy for several years, it’s pretty easy to figure out where you’re “screwed up”.
A decent therapist will figure out your mental matrix in less than 3 months & be able to show you where & why
you’re “screwed up”.
The hard part, the problem few can solve, is how do you FEEL the truth you are an amazing human
being that deserves wealth, liberty, and happiness. Not just think it, not just believe it, but FEEL it. To
KNOW it.
Quick story: I was at a Chabad summer camp when I asked famed Rabbi Immanuel Schochet if he believed in
God. And he said, “no”. I was shocked. How can a world famous Rabbi not believe in God? His answer really
surprised me, “Belief is not required when you have knowledge.”
Each of us must to KNOW, FEEL, & EXPERIENCE8 we are worthy, deserving, and able. And if you do,
congratulations, you’re now at stage 4.... of 5.
Oh yeah, one more step (the last & hardest)...
It’s not enough to have the wisdom you are worthy, deserving, and able if you still carry the burden of anger in
your heart for the mistakes you’ve made.
“Emotional Dumping” Is Required
For Adopting Wealthy Living
Imagine possessing the wisdom of accumulating wealth. Then imagine realizing ALL the time, effort,
resources you wasted on unwise behavior. All the stupid choices you’ve made under false pretenses.
Think you might be mad at yourself?
I have clients how’ve put in their 10,000 hours to attain great wisdom, yet still mention all the opportunities
they’ve pissed away in mind numbing detail. And not just mentioned them, but emotionally relive the whole
experience. It’s like there is this giant blackhole in their heart that no amount of money can ever fill.
The feeling of “It’s never enough”. “I’m not fully satisfied”. “Something is missing”.
No amount of houses, boats, cars, diamonds, iPhones, or “whatever” EVER will fill this void. You can spend
yourself straight into BK, and it won’t work. You can work 80 hours a week to avoid feeling this emptiness,
8

I consider the sum of knowledge+feel+experience = wisdom.
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and it won’t work. You can avoid your family & friends, and it won’t work.
This is a problem few can solve. I know this because this where MOST of my clients are struggling. And
friends. And family. And on different occasions and different issues, me too.
Maybe you? It’s okay to admit the truth to yourself. Nobody will know.
Maybe your father
never approved of you;
maybe you gave up
your dreams to play “it”
safe; maybe you
screwed up with your
kids...
…Whatever
your “maybe” is, your
ability to accumulate
wealth will be
negatively effected
until you release the
emotional “poo” in
your heart.
Because until you do so,
YOU WILL NOT
ENJOY YOUR
WEALTH!
And since you can’t
take it with you, why
not enjoy wealth
you’ve worked so hard
for? You earned it,
right? Enjoy it!
But, we must forgive ourselves first. To “let go” of all the yucky black stuff in our heart. To “release”
and “cast-out” those negative emotions.
Wouldn’t that be liberating? To be free of the guilt. To be free of the shame. Even just for a fleeting moment?
Well, Stephen & Dawna DeSilva figured out the “How-To”. And that’s why I was really in Chicago. To
experience it myself.
And I did.
And I’m really grateful I flew the 4,568 miles & spent the $4.000 for this seminar trip. Thank You Perry
Marshall. Thank You Stephen DeSilva. Thank You Dawna DeSilva. Thank You Sozo Facilitators.
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I now have a set a tools to release the lies I believe, replace them with prosperous truths, and begin
accumulating lasting wealth.
I write this at Friends Cafe in Monrovia California on 6/28/2012 having
only begun this journey. I don’t have all the answers, nor have I purged
myself of the all lies, nor forgiven myself for all the stupid things I’ve
done.
But I know I am deserving, now. But I know I’m worthy, now. But I know I’m able, now..
I know I have a systematic process for uncovering the lies I believe and replacing them with prosperous truths.
I know I now have the tools to forgive myself.
And guess what?

You too are deserving. You too are worthy. You too are able.
If I had magical powers, I’d have Dom Cobbs do inception on you. And he’d implant this inside your most
secure vault: I am WORTHY. I am DESERVING. I am ABLE.
It is my sincere intention as an accountant you allow these words to enter into your heart so you may increase
your net worth. It is my sincere intention as a human being the seeds of this newsletter blossom into your life
so you may attain the wisdom of wealthy LIVING.
Adam C. Libman, CRTP
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Complete The Puzzle Below. Fax it to 888-475-3435 and get a special Prize
Words to Find: ABLE, BELIEFS, DESERVING, HIGHLY-PAID, LIBERTY, PROBLEM-SOLVER, TRUTHS, VALUED,
WEALTH, WISDOM, WORTHY
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